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Rezumat: Procesul de literație începe cu mult înaintea educației formale. Literația se 

dezvoltă zi de zi, face parte din realitatea fiecărui copil, fiind parte integrală a perioadei de 

copilărie. Copiii asimilează competența lingvistică în procesul studierii unei limbi scrise, 

prin diverse activități, fiind susținuți de persoane importante pentru ei: părinți, profesori etc. 

În acest context, articolul accentuează importanța dezvoltării paralele a componentelor 

competenței lingvistice prin activitățile practice desfășurate în perioada asimilării 

competenței de citire. 
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The findings of the study have 
proven that the intervention program 
for writing development, that is deli-
vered with a close accompanying and 
instruction and relates to each study 
subject, including lessons of learning 
how to read, will significantly increase 
achievements in reading, writing and 
lingual skill. The study clarifies and 
confirms that there is a correlation bet-
ween formation of lingual skill, rea-
ding and writing, and the three have a 
communicative function, and children 
that begin to read, naturally employ the 
same strategies as a skilled reader with 
speed and ease with the purpose of 
achieving meaning from a written text, 
in their natural language [2, 9, 19, 23]. 
Reading is thus perceived as a complex 
process in which a reader constructs a 
message which has been encoded by 
the writer in a graphic language [8]. In 
this definition, the graphic input and 
the exact identification of components 
that appear in print are partial and the 
main point is focused on the process 

of collection of information and in pro-
duction of meaning out of a text. The 
intervention program constructed from 
the hive model [18] is based on studies, 
and indeed the acquisition of beginning 
reading is comprised of two processed: 
the process of perception of print, that 
includes graphic awareness, phonemic 
awareness and the graphic-phonemic 
adjustment and the process of produc-
tion of meaning from the test. These 
processes constitute a single holistic 
interactive unit and this is due to the 
fact that all dimensions of a written 
language are interrelated and develop 
in the same way and at the same time. 
In fact, a combined process takes place 
here that integrates expanding of the 
repertoire and lingual knowledge of 
children, and is not a transition from 
one separate process to another [10, 1] 
Thus, spoken language and written lan-
guage are inseparable [14, 15, 20, 25]. 
In literate societies, such as the Wes-
tern societies, a child is exposed to a 
written language from eth start, and 
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emergent literacy is expressed even 
prior to the child has acquired his 
world and making it into a meaningful 
one. Children even prior to school age, 
use writing which in part is their per-
sonal invention. They do so, one way 
or another, by means of judgment that 
are usually different from those of 
their parents and teachers [6, 7, 12, 13, 
22, 24, 25]. “A child is like a scientist. 
He is born to be a nature researcher. 
In his every step and every expression, 
he has an assumption of a guess which 
he confirms or negates in his further 
activity” [27]. Learning of reading and 
writing is acquired while a socializa-
tion processes, in which traditions of 
culture, verbal communication and atti-
tudes regarding the written text are 
reflected. In these societies, a child 
internalizes the functional characteris-
tics of literacy as part of learning of 
reading and writing. Reading is clo-
sely related to familiar activity and si-
tuations; the children learn to produce 
meaning from their literacy environ-
ment. The term of emergent literacy 
first coined by Clay [5], indicated the 
process of literacy development that 
takes place while reciprocal relations 
between a child and the print.  

In fact, children arrive to school 
with a variety of skills that might assist 

them in acquisition of reading, writing 
and lingual skills. Differences in these 
skills in young children predict later 

differences in acquisition of reading, 
writing competence and lingual skills 
[17] as well as academic achievements 
in general [3], that he has the compe-

tence to “read” stories that are familiar 
to him from listening [22] and “write” 
messages and stories on his own [31, 
22, 26]. Nonetheless, researchers assume 

that at the time this development occurs, 
something new appears in a child, so-
mething that has not been in him before. 

They emphasize, that children learn, 

change their motives and strategies, 
and even develop new strategies, and 
improve their lingual competence. This 
is a result of use of writing and reading 

in daily contexts at home and in school, 
as well as a result of stimulation and 
arousing in a child’s environment. This 

experimental study emphasizes that 
there is much importance of the time 
devoted to writing, and in the way of 
teaching and instruction at early rea-

ding that would teach the contexts and 
rules of orthography, graphemes, and 
distinction between them and their 
duties, as part of executing tasks and 

writing assignments at the time of 
reading acquisition [11]. 

The importance of interaction bet-
ween a teacher, a parent and a pupil is 
a key motive in child’s development. 
Differences in the perception of tea-
chers of themselves as mediators, and 
differences in quantity and quality of 
mediation explain variance in functio-
ning of young children. According to 
these approaches, the experiences a 
child has experienced with an adult 
that responds to him are of most signi-
ficance in development of awareness 
[29, 30]. Just like at time of reading 
books, at time of writing with children, 
mediation for writing promotes the 
same skills. The quality of mediation is 
measured by the extent of separation 
of a word into its sounds by the teacher 
or a parent and encouraging a child to 
relate sounds to names of letters and 
their graphic forms. Indeed, children 
who have been encouraged to separate 
a word into sounds, to relate sounds to 
names of letters and their form, related 
to morphology and final letters, exhibi-
ted a higher level of reading, writing 
and lingual skill in current study. Every 
literacy activity has its own unique 
character and thus, in the process of 
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activity unique characteristics of the 
activity receive an extensive attention. 
Thus, it is likely to assume that those 
skills that receive focused attention at 
the time of the activity will be espe-
cially reinforced. Learning of reading 
with the intervention program for wri-
ting development testifies to the fact 
that it is important to diversify in the 
writing activity of teachers, parents 
with children. There is a separate im-
portance to the various activities. Rea-
ding of books allows for a child an 
exposure to a way of writing of the 
language, to its orthography and deve-
lopment of his lingual skills, and also 
to spread out before the child a rich 
language and a vocabulary which he 
does not encounter in daily life [4, 16].  

In summary: literacy begins long 
time before the beginning of formal 
studies in school. A child evolves and 

develops lingual skills, his reading and 
writing at the same time. Reading, 
writing, listening and speech are skills 

that develop in reciprocity, as different 
aspects of the language, rather than 
one after the other. Literacy develops 
in the daily reality of a child. Thus, its 

function is an integral part of the child-
hood period. Children learn to read 
and write and improve their lingual 
competence while studying a written 

language and by active activity, and 
in that process, they research the print 
and are assisted by significant adults 
in their life, their parents and teachers. 

Method 
In current study, it has been sug-

gested, that in light of the main re-
search findings, that an attempt will 

be made to implement the interven-
tion program for writing development 
on the “Telling Sounds” method [28] 

that is approved by the Ministry of 
Education, which would include the 
following characteristics: increasing 

the instruction system for a teacher, 

depth of intervention and conduct in 
the intervention program. 

"Telling sounds" [28]. 

The purpose of the “Telling 

Sounds” reading method is to instil the 
fundamentals of reading and writing 

skills in a most simple and short way. 

Through two booklets for a pupil, he 
gradually learns how to read the sounds 

of letters and vowels and to write 

them with print letters and then in a 

cursive script. The method is a signi-
ficant phonetic method (the learner 

composes, constructs and build words, 

sentences and stories from consonants 
and vowels) which is presently a met-

hod that includes all of the recommen-

ded components by the reading com-
mittee. This way allows for a key to 

accurate and meaningful reading. In 

order to get the child to it, we must 

arouse his awareness of the existence 
of letters and vowels, their combina-

tion and separation; to teach him in a 

clear, light and correct way and not to 
confuse him with duplicity of “messa-

ges”. We shall prevent him from the 

need to improvise and cover up on 

reading omissions (such as bypassing 
of an unassimilated vowel and spare 

him the creation of improper reading 

patterns. For example, a pupil who 
has not internalized the “Holam Haser” 

(“o” in Hebrew that is written only in 

the diacritics and thus can be missed) 
reads the world “Madhom” like this: 

1. Madhem (what could it be) 

2. Oh… Madhom. 

A pupil is to be allowed a time 
period (which is individual for each 
person) for a segmented reading (howe-
ver accurate) and he is not to be haste-

ned to reading rapidly before he is 
ready for it. The stage of segmented 
reading is not to be skipped in learning 
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how to read. This stage is important to 

the process of learning how to read 
(Bar-ba-ra – Barbara). In a short period 
of time, which is individual to each per-
son, a pupil stops on his own, to seg-

ment and fluency of reading increases 
with the reading. Fluency of reading 
that is achieved after study period of 

3-5 months is dissimilar to the fluency 
of reading after 10 months just as the 
fluency of reading at the end of first 
grade is dissimilar to the fluency of 

reading at the end of second grade. 
The fluency of reading of pupils, 

who finished learning of reading, is not 
uniform. By this method, there is much 
attention to the emotional side that 
accompanies the acquisition of reading. 
Any difficulty in acquisition of reading 
might deter a pupil and give him a 
sense of failure which can delay his 
progress. Thus, an easy method has 
been chosen that guarantees the chil-
dren a feeling of control over the ma-
terial and of success. The children un-
derstand the process, know what is re-
quired of them and feel that they pro-
gress. The texts are simple and taken 
from a child’s world. It should be sta-
ted that each child advances according 
to his maturity, with close supervision. 
In the learning process, an attempt has 
been made to prevent frustrations. For 
this purpose, individual examinations 
are performed every few days in order 
to assist a pupil to acquire the building 
blocks in an accurate manner and pre-
vent reading disabilities. A child that is 
familiar with the alphabet letters, the 
sounds they represent, decodes com-
binations, consonants and vowels in 
an exact and easy manner, and he can 
direct attention resources to reading 
comprehension. The uniqueness of 
the method: in the process of instilling 
of reading, various factors are integra-
ted both in separate and combined. 

 The visual factor – observing a 
picture and the sound that corres-
pond it and the boards that hang 
in the class. 

 The hearing factor – listening to 
sounds a teacher reads, pronoun-
cing the sounds by the pupil, va-
rious games. 

 The motor factor – writing of the 
studied sound and its pronuncia-
tion. 

 The associative factor – by pictu-
res that accompany the reading 
process and arouse associations 
for the sounds (B – big) associa-
tive pictures for each sound. 
Alongside with instilling of rea-

ding and writing a pupil is exposed to: 
 Cultivation of verbal discourse as 

preceding reading and writing. 
 Lingual enrichment as a suppor-

ting basis for the teaching of rea-
ding – enrichment of vocabulary, 
understanding the structure of the 
Hebrew langue that is built upon 
roots and families of words. 

 Development of reading compre-
hension competence: sorting, 
prediction of events, drawing 
conclusions, locating items, etc. 

 Operating diverse reading and 
writing strategies that cultivate 
understanding and thinking. 

 The learning environment that 
encourages reading and writing – 
games, books, etc. 
Recommendations for teachers/ 

parents: 

 Parents must understand that 
without a controlled individual 
drilling, there will be no mastery 
of the material. Thus, a child 
needs to read aloud every day, 
with the presence of an adult, the 
text that is being studied in class. 
It is of importance that the text 
will be read twice: first time by a 
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technical reading and the second 
time by comprehension reading. 
The length of time to invest in 
the practice is about 5-10 minu-
tes a day. After the story, the 
child can be asked questions 
about the content of the story and 
a conversation can be developed.  

 Guessing of a word a child has 
difficulty in reading is to be 
avoided and the child is to be 
allowed to read accurate reading 
according to diacritics. 

 Stressing a child to read rapid 
reading is to be avoided before 
he has internalized the building 
blocks of reading in an accurate 
manner in order to prevent in-
correct reading patterns. 

 The child is not to be let reading 
first silently and then aloud as 
this condition creates: a. lack of 
concentration; b. he might err 
without supervision and disrupt 
the meaning. 

 The child is not to be let run 
through the material and “alle-
gedly” advance without criticism. 
These children create gaps in 
mastery of building blocks. 

 It is important to read the child 
additional stories, but one should 
not read from the study book. 

 One is to make sure that the child 
writes with diacritics, this streng-
thens acquisition of reading in an 
accurate manner and additio-
nally, the child internalizes pat-
terns of words in a correct man-
ner without guessing. 

 Parents should check whether 
their child writes letters and nu-
merals in the right directions and 
whether he has difficulties in the 
writing thereof. In case of incor-
rect writing, the teacher is to be 
approached and consulted. 

The purpose of current study 

examines the differences and achieve-

ments between pupils who study in 

the customary and approved methods 
by the Ministry of Education [55], 

and between pupils who study with 

the customary methods in which the 
intervention program would be inte-

grated for emphasizing of the com-

ponent of teaching of writing. 
1. In reading competence manifes-

tation. 

2. In writing competence mani-

festation. 
3. In diagnosing linguistic compe-

tences manifestation. 

4. In identifying the correlation bet-
ween reading, writing and lin-

guistic competences. 

Research question 
To what extent development of 

writing according to the recommen-

dations of "teaching program for im-

plementation of linguistic education 
targets" parallel to instilling of reading 

amongst first grade pupils, would im-

prove writing competence and improve 
achievements in reading and linguistic 

competence?  

The study included 20 first grade 

pupils, of a medium-high socioecono-
mic condition similarly to pupils who 

have participated in the main study, 

half boys and half girls. 
The intervention program for wri-

ting development was operated with 

increasing of instruction system for a 
teacher, depth of intervention and con-

duct in the intervention program for a 

period of one month by teachers of 

the class. The addressing of teachers of 
the writing was throughout the entire 

school day, and in every subject. The 

teachers initiated different writing 
opportunities, while giving attention 

to reading, correct writing, and en-
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richment of lingual competence in 

various forms, in groups, individually 

and in class. The teachers made sure 

to talk to pupils after they have writ-
ten, and give feedbacks to every pupil, 

for correct writing and writing that 

enriches lingual skill. Parents were 
partners to the writing process. Prior 

to beginning of the program, the pu-

pils were given a series of tests exa-
mining lingual skill, reading compe-

tence, and writing competence. A test 

battery identical to that which served 

the main study was used. At the end 
of the intervention program, a second 

test battery was given to the pupils. 

After that, the rate of change of pupils 
in various research indexes was exa-

mined and the findings are reported. 

The two tests were also given the 
main research. The tests for evalua-

tion of level of reading, reading com-

prehension and writing in first grades 

has been designed by a team of the 
committee for teaching of reading and 

of a steering committee for reform in 

reading in Shomron committee. The 
test has been intended to evaluate the 

achievements of first grade pupils 

after several months of studying in 

first grade. For examination of skills, 
national standards have been formula-

ted for execution of assignments. 

The first test includes seven 
assignments that examine different 

aspects of skills of reading, writing: 

 First assignment – reading names 
of letters; 

 Second assignment – reading 

sounds of letters; 

 Third assignment – reading combi-
nations of consonants and vowels; 

 Fourth assignment – reading of 

meaningless words with diacritics; 
 Fifth assignment – reading of 

words; 

 Sixth assignment – reading aloud 

of a text; 

 Seven assignment – writing. 

The second test for examination 
of linguistic competence is based on 

pictures in sequence test. A pupil must 

first organize the information from a 
picture into a narrative scheme, and 

then, to transfer that scheme into a nar-

rative text he writes. Understanding of 
a story and the linguistic level of the 

storyteller can be expressed when a 

pupil tells it independently. The story 

chosen in current study is comprised 
of 4 pictures. It has been presented to 

pupils in proper sequence, (details of 

the test are shown in the main study). 

Discussion and conclusions 

The findings in the applied re-

search study indicated the fact that the 
intervention program for writing de-

velopment, on a teaching method has 

the following characteristics: increa-

sing the instruction system for a tea-
cher, depth of intervention and con-

duct within the intervention program, 

indeed improve the competence of 
lingual skill and abilities of reading 

and writing in parallel, similarly to 

the “Power to the Reader” method 

operated in the main study. Additio-
nally, it can be seen that in large part 

of the abilities, the achievements im-

plementation group, amongst pupils, 
were higher and more homogeneous 

(lower standard deviation implemen-

tation group). The correlations between 
indexes of lingual skill and indexes of 

reading and writing abilities that were 

found to be high indicate the advantage 

of the intervention program that inte-
grated development of writing in 

applied research study over the program 

operated in main study. Although the 
correlation between lingual skill in 

use of tenses and the non-word reading 
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tasks was not found to be significant, 

this can be explained by their young 

age and lingual maturity. And, as men-

tioned earlier, rest of correlations were 
also found, in part, to be very high, 

and it indicated the advantage of this 

intervention program. Observing the 
findings presented in table 3, indicates 

intense and significant correlations bet-

ween all the indexes of lingual com-
petence and the indexes of reading 

and writing as opposed to the correla-

tions presented in table 9, which did 

not reveal significant correlations bet-
ween causality, tenses and reading 

and writing competence.  

Findings of current study indicate 
the advantages of first grade pupils, 

who have learned how to read with 

inclusion of an intervention program 
for writing development. These advan-

tages were prominent in abilities of 

reading, writing and the competence 

of lingual skill. Nonetheless, a reser-
vation should be made, that the expe-

rimental sample is relatively small 

and that a teaching method existing in 
one of the schools was addressed. The 

study arouses further questions such 

as: to what extent, if any, the inter-

vention program for writing develop-

ment would supply a response to 

needs of children that require cultiva-

tion, who do not come with a literacy 
background to the first grade. This 

point was not examined. Another 

aspect that needs to be examined is, to 
what extent there is importance to 

prolong the process of reading acqui-

sition until the end of first school year 
and not to continue the process in the 

second school year as well, as this 

process is a developmental one, that is 

build layer by layer and this is to 
prevent failures and study difficulties 

in higher grades. In summary, the in-

tervention program for writing deve-
lopment that was put to use in the 

applied research study improves the 

correlations between lingual compe-
tence and reading and writing compe-

tence, even more than the intervention 

program employed in main study. It 

might be that the close instruction 
received by the teachers, the depth of 

intervention, time devoted to the pro-

gram and the conduct with the inter-
vention program, indicate the fact that 

this program is effective for improve-

ment of abilities of first grade pupils. 
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